
From: Brian Hollingshead [mailto:hollingshead@telus.net]  

Sent: July-26-15 12:11 PM 

Subject: June 2015 Traffic 

Hi All  

 

A generally strong month, with Route 10 being the only exception. Route 12, Brentwood-Mill Bay, was also down, but only 

because there was no ferry in service there for half the month.  Graphs and traffic stats attached for your viewing 

entertainment. 

 

A freakishly hot spring and summer, low run-off and fish kills, water restrictions from here to the Mexican border, a record 

number of fires across the province . . .  Pete McMartin, Vancouver Sun 

 

And those same conditions bringing a boom to ferry travel.  A silver-ish lining in an otherwise dark cloud? 

 

To the details . . . 

 

Traffic up on each route group, with exception of northern vehicle traffic.  System passenger traffic up 5.30%, vehicles, up 

5.66% (graph 1).  This is consistent with traffic gains for previous four months, the same months with record low rainfall and 

high temps, sometimes known as ‘great weather’ by some (graph 5).  This consistency is reflected in the year to date (Apr, 

May, Jun) traffic as shown on graph 2. 

 

Unwrapping the numbers a bit, we find the following . . . 

 

- Routes 10 and 11 remain a bit of a mystery, given on-and-off hoped-for LNG developments, tourism on Haida Gwaii, the 

demise of Route 40, occasional major First Nations events, traffic-killing service cuts, stratospheric fares that make the 

highway (where one exists) a bargain.  Have a look at graph 6. The pattern is slow growth, but, my goodness, talk about fits 

and starts, and with minimal consistency between routes 10 and 11. 

 

- Routes 2 (Horseshoe Bay-Departure Bay) and 30 (Tsawwassen-Duke Point), graph 7.  Both routes suffered June vehicle 

traffic declines, along with pretty well every route, until 2013.  Then last year and this year, Route 30 gave up its lowdown 

ways, while Route 2 lurched, and lurches, along, missing out on the current resurrection.  This is similar to the passenger 

traffic, although Route 2 is doing a bit better there.  But not much.  It appears that the South Fraser Perimeter Road, with its 

better access to Tsawwassen compared to the old River Road, and to the Upper Levels/Horseshoe Bay nightmare alley 

congestion, is working.  More of the either/or traffic appears to be migrating to Route 30.  The bargain fares on Route 30 for 

overlength rigs is probably helping. 

 

- Graph 3 presents what this June looks like compared to previous Junes.   Passenger traffic levelled out in Jun-13, while 

vehicle traffic continued to drop until last June.  This June represents a substantial recovery, although passenger and vehicle 

traffic are still under 2009 levels.  And those 2009 levels were well under the previous heady levels experienced in 2004 

through 2008.  In other words, a promising start, but a long way to go on the recovery road to ‘good health’.  



 

- As John pointed out last month, the Minor routes fell further than the Majors, and thus, the System. As well, they have 

experienced less recovery than the overall system (graph 4).  They’re still well under 2009 levels (-5.5% vs system 

passengers, - 1.3%, and vehicles, -4.0%) compared to the overall.  Could have something to do with approximately double 

the fare hikes compared to the Majors, and numbing service cuts that have yet to apply to the Majors.  I’ve plotted the two 

graphs (System and Minors) on the same scale for comparison purposes. 

 

- As always, the ‘what-if’ look (graph 8) and the ‘long look’ (graph 9), lest we forget what the big picture looks like, where 

the system has been and where it could have been.  Both of these graphs will see a modest uptick once the traffic numbers are 

released to the Commissioner.  ‘Modest’ being the operative word.  I’m waiting for those numbers as they use AEQ vehicle 

numbers which will be higher than the actual traffic numbers posted on the website.   

 

While the extraordinary weather has been noted as a driver for the traffic increases, the much improved BC tourism has also 

been a factor.  It seems it’s the result of the low Canadian dollar (keeping BC and AB travelers in Canada) and a steadily 

improving economic climate, in addition to, again, the weather.  While there are some WA and CA licenses on the ferries in 

this area, there are, proportionally, a lot more AB plates. There’s even a Texas guy who comes to Saturna each 

summer.  Whodda guessed! 

 

While predicting traffic is a mug’s game, it will be interesting to see how July pans out.  It was near perfect weather last July 

as well, so weather shouldn’t be a factor this July.  As well, the hot’n’dry may be turning into a turn-off for some 

travelers.  Will be very surprised if the 5% increases sustain. 

 

Questions, corrections, comments, slings or arrows, don’t be shy!  Thank you, Jakob, for noticing the absence of this motley 

assembly of words and pictures following posting of the stats. 

 

Stay cool; this too shall pass. 

 

Brian 

 

 


